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Introduction 

 

I have always wanted to have a sailing adventure, and it became clear that 

the first available opportunity would be the summer of 2014, when both my 

children had finished secondary education and I no longer felt it necessary 

to be home for them every evening. 

It has long been a fancy of mine that the family name derived from the 9th 

century Danish invaders of East Anglia, in particular from Jelling in 

Denmark, where King Harald Bluetooth raised a great rune stone in memory 

of his father King Gorm.   It seemed obvious that I should combine a trip to 

visit the Jelling stone with a sea trip, ideally in an open boat similar to that 

my ancestors would have arrived in, albeit with a few more modern 

conveniences. 

I was always led to believe that the prevailing winds in our part of the world 

are southwesterlies.  This should have made the trip simple, with the wind 

behind me most of the way.  In fact during June, July and August of 2014 

the wind was mostly from the North and East.  Indeed, although the log 

starts on 1 July, I was ready to depart in the second week in June, but sat 

around impatiently for three weeks waiting for a favourable four-day forecast 

before setting off. 

Badekar is a Drascombe Longboat well into middle age.  She carried a pair 

of 10’ oars and a 3HP electric outboard with about 2 hours’ range for when 

oars just would not serve, and a big camping armchair for use as often as 

possible. 

Badekar wore the burgee of the Pin Mill Sailing Club throughout.  She 

should also have worn the Drascombe Association pennant, but I managed 

to lose it while towing the boat back from Southwold on my shake-down 

cruise in early June. 

All times (until Esbjerg) are ship’s time, i.e. BST.  I found this easier to deal 

with because all my tide tables and other navigation and safety information 

used BST. 

 

David Jillings. 
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Given ideal conditions, this is where I wanted to go. 
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Date 1/ 7/14 Tue From  to Pin Mill 

      
HW Harwich 15.00   Forecast  
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

    
14.00   Launch at Kings.   

Trailer back to Chelmondiston.  Load non-perishables 
and non-valuables.  

20.00   Take car back to Mrs J in Kingston upon Thames. 
    
    

 

 

Loading up at Pin Mill 
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Date 2/ 7/14 Wed From Pin Mill to Oudeschild 

      
HW Harwich 15.30     Forecast SE2-3 Vng. S3 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

    
06.00 
14.00 

  Motorcycle from Kingston to Chelmondiston.   
Complete loading at Pin Mill. 

16.18   Cast off.  One reef in main.  Warm & sunny.   
Glad of reef after Collimer point, although it gives 
unpleasant lee helm without the foresail reefed too. 

18.30  070 Landguard.  Close under the shore on Felixstowe side.  
Mum and Chris there to wave me off.  Wet & bumpy 
close reach after clearing the point. 

19.20 Washington 070 Making about 4 knots. 

20.30 
 

NW 
Shipwash 
 

 Tide has pushed me south of planned track so we cross 
the middle of the Shipwash.  Plenty of depth but it is 
bumpy and confused for a couple of minutes.  Wind farm 
on Stbd bow makes a useful mark to help steer. 

22.20 2 miles N of 
Sunk N1. 

 Get ready for night.  Replace burgee on the peak end 
with tri-light.   
Furl mainsail and sail calmly under jib and mizzen. 
Fit new bungees to tiller, which work well, steering 
steady for several minutes at a time.  Wind SW2-3. 
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Date 3/ 7/14 Thu From  to Oudeschild 

      
HW Den H’r  11.00   Forecast SW 2 - 3 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

00.15 IGG01 045 Realise that what I thought was a big buoy is in fact a 
wind turbine, but all except the lowest 5 metres is 
invisible in the dark.  Hard to judge distance and we are 
about 100m away when I realise what and how close it 
is.  Shift course more northerly to avoid it but find that 
tide is pushing me towards it, so ... 

00.25 IGG01 000 ...  gybe. 
00.35  045 Hoist mainsail.  Pass ¼ mile N of IGG11, IGG21 etc. until 

just S of N. Inner Gabbard. 
01.00 N. Inner 

Gbd 
060 Clear of wind farm.  Sailing happily with 1 reef main up, 

so leave it up. 
02.00  060 Try hot soup from new Thermos, but it is cold and 

revolting.  Coffee in old Thermos is still hot so that goes 
down well.  Lie back where I can still see compass and 
tweak tiller occasionally with foot.  Eyes close every now 
and then but not too hard to stay awake. 

02.30   Sky in E much lighter. 
03.30  060 Dawn.  A porpoise blows alongside, looking like a small 

killer whale, and makes me jump. 
05.00 N51° 59.28  

E  2° 25.68 
 
045 

Est. 4 knots.  Actual course has been 065° and we are 
well south of intended track, so bear away to 045°.  53 
miles to next WP (W. Card “BV W”).   

07.00   Steady S. F3, comfortable sailing, so shake out reef from 
main.  Flying along but quite manageable.  Set up arm-
chair and relax.  Sun warm.  Sky and sea very blue. 

10.00 N52° 13.81 
E  2° 53.00 

 Made 065° since course change.  I estimate we will arrive 
outside Texel Zeegat around low water, 6am tomorrow, 
which would be perfect timing to take the flood tide in. 

14.40 N52° 22.05 
E  3° 20.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
055 

Aggressively warned off oil platform by large guard boat 
who shouts “One Mile!” and forces me to gybe to avoid 
him.  I thought the limit was 500m, and that he was 
anchored.  Wind S F4.  We are flying along, comfortable 
on this point of the wind, and a change of course is not 
welcome. 
Steer for next platform, and bear away to pass well S of it 
once it appears right on the nose where it should be. 

18.00   Feeling good.  Boat is roaring down the waves but 
staying straight enough on bungee’ed tiller that I can 
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Time Position Course Notes 

make fresh coffee for tonight and heat up a large chicken 
curry with rice.  In retrospect this was a smart move. 

19.00 N52° 32.60 
E  3° 45.00 

050 Nicely past the next oil rig. 

21.45 N52° 40.09 
E  4° 06.64 

 
 
 
070 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
035 

Wind still fresh so a night-time reef goes in.  Up goes the 
tri-light (at some time that night the batteries ran out).   
I calculate that we made 060° on the last leg while 
steering 050°.  I steer 070° even though it doesn’t feel 
right.  I don’t want to end up down-wind of Texel Zeegat 
so I am happy to err to windward (i.e. to the south). 
I can just see a wind farm in dusk away on Stbd bow.  
Hard to read chart but I know I shouldn’t be going 
anywhere near one of those.  (Later I think I got this 
wrong, because I marked my position wrongly on the 
chart -  8½ miles too far to East, which would explain my 
later uncertainties). 
I lay a course for TX 1, Fl.G. 5s which should be about 3 
miles away to NNE, but hours later I have still not seen it. 

 

 

The middle of the North Sea 
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Date 4/ 7/14 Fri From  to Oudeschild 

      
HW Den H’r 10.20   Forecast SW3 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

00.00 N52° 47.00 
E  4° 20.95 

 I am not sure where I am and it is getting frustrating.  
TX1 has not appeared, but there are lights all around: oil 
platforms strung out to the NW, wind farm to SE, and 
something to E which is either ships or houses on the 
coast.  Too many lights and it is too rough to identify any 
buoy from the chart.  I have trouble reading the chart 
anyway – I have to dig out my reading glasses but even 
with them it is hard to read in the red light of my head 
torch (later I realise it is because the red printing is 
invisible).  I see a flashing light at about 045° so I head for 
it hoping for an ID when I get close. 

00.15   A huge oil rig tender passes close under my stern.  I hear 
the massive engines before I see him.  His lights were 
hidden among the oil platform’s illuminations.  Can he 
see me?  Is my masthead light still on? I have a radar 
reflector so he must know I am here.   I shine my torch at 
him but too late to be of use.  I am rattled. 

02.00 Not sure  Realise that the light I am steering for is Den Helder 
lighthouse, visible 30km away.  Perfect, but by luck not 
design.  Nail the nose onto it.  Seas are quite lively now 
from astern.  I have given up trying to read the chart and 
iPad in the dark.  The helm needs constant attention. 

03.00 Schulpengat  In the grey light I can see the channel buoys that lead in 
to the Marsdiep.  I am between them and the coast and 
cannot read their numbers.  The waves are huge and I 
am roaring down them, but only creeping past the 
buoys.  I have arrived early and the tide is still running 
out against the wind.  I don’t fancy trying to change 
course so just have to be patient and concentrate.  
Waves are coming from different directions and where 
they meet a huge grey pyramid stands up above the rest.  
The boat seems quite happy as long as I keep the stern 
to the waves, but I am tired and not enjoying the ride.   

04.00 Schulpengat  The lights inshore have resolved into trawlers heading 
for home.  They crawl past one by one.  They are taking it 
very carefully too, it seems.  Happy to have them there 
though.  A bright sun rises right next to the lighthouse.  It 
completely blinds me, which I do not need right now. 
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05.00   Nearly in.  I am confident enough now to explore outside 
the channel, edging over towards the Zuiderhaaks 
sandbank to see if it is any calmer over there.  It isn’t.  I 
creep back over to the coast and finally get out of the 
main tide and the seas calm down. 

05.30 Den Helder 
light abeam 

 I go right close in to the shore, using the centre-plate as a 
depth-finder.  It is now warm and calm and as we turn 
into the Marsdiep the sea-wall keeps the wind off too.  
Gentle progress with a reef still in. 

06.30   Just before Den Helder I bear away and head N across 
the Marsdiep over to Texel.  Sail nicely along the Texel 
shore.  Text home to say I have arrived. 

07.30   At the Oudeschild harbour channel buoys we round up 
and drop all sail.  Rig the outboard and cautiously enter 
the harbour.  I try to radio the HM but either I use the 
wrong channel or he isn’t listening/interested. 

08.00   Tie up in the shiny new marina.  Report to shiny new 
marina office.  Realise I am very smelly.  Lie down on 
floorboards, pull sail over my head and go to sleep. 

 

 

A choice of berths in Oudeschild marina  
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Date 5/ 7/14 Sat From Oudeschild to  

      
HW    Forecast SW4 increasing 6.  Rain later 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

    
   Explore town and shops.  Get WiFi. 
16.00   Tent copes well with strong wind and rain.  Not 

comfortable, but mostly dry. 

 

 

 

Date 6/ 7/14 Sun From Oudeschild to  

      
HW    Forecast SW5-6 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Too much wind to sail today.  I spend a long time in the 
wonderful Kaap Skil Museum. 
Some Dutch tourists ask for directions in town.  
Apparently I look so nautical (i.e. scruffy) they think I 
must be a local fisherman.  I take this as a compliment. 

   I get some good advice about mooring in Harlingen from 
Dutch Drascombe owners, via the Drascombe 
Association web forum. 
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THROUGH THE WEST FRISIAN ISLANDS 

 

 

 

 

 

Date 7/ 7/14 Mon From Oudeschild to Harlingen 

      
HW Harl. 16.30   Forecast SW3 veering E to NE 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

09.15   Slip and motor out. 
09.30   Clear harbour.  Quickly overtaken by first yacht of the 

“conveyor belt”. 
10.47 T27 SE  
11.30   Wind dies.  Lovely big Dutch barges everywhere.  They 

are known as the Brown Fleet because of their tan sails. 
12.00 D10  Wind returns. 
13.30 Vvg1a 040 High water so head straight across the Kornwerderzand 

towards Harlingen.  F2-3 NW nice broad reach. 
14.00   Start sounding with oar – 7’.  Drops to 5’6” at shallowest.  

At any rate, the centre-plate doesn’t bump anywhere. 
14.50   Harlingen entrance.  Very busy.  Sails down outside and 
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motor in... 
15.00   .. and straight into Tsjerk Hiddes sluis.  I am taken by 

surprise when it locks me down, not up.   
15.30   HWSV marina.  Very pretty but very congested. I am 

finally sent through a sweet little lifting bridge to moor 
stern-to-bank. The marina/canal here is part of the old 
town moat.  I am encouraged by a local sailor to try 
Suikerbrood.  HWSV is very welcoming with excellent 
facilities, although I am a long way away from the loos, 
and right out of WiFi range.  It is baking hot and airless. 
I have missed the Tall Ships Race, which left yesterday en 
route for Fredrikstad in Norway. 

 

 

 

 

The Brown Fleet on the Waddenzee  
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Date 8/ 7/14 Tue From Harlingen to  

      
HW    Forecast rubbish 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Wander around town.  Hide from rain and go shopping. 
   Buy charts of west Waddenzee. 

 

 

 

Franekerportsbrug in Harlingen is opened just for me.  I feel very special. 

 

Date 9/ 7/14 Wed From Harlingen to  

HW    Forecast wet & windy 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Miserable boring day, and I don’t feel too well either. 
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Date 10/ 7/14 Thu From Harlingen to Vlieland 
      
HW Vli.  18.50   Forecast NE 3 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

07.30   I was told the little brug will open at 8.30 to let two of us 
out.  Of course that is 7.30 ship’s time.  I moor up again 
when I am through and finish breakfast. 

09.30   Leave HWSV. 
10.30   Motor out of Tsjerk Hiddes sluis and into main harbour. 
10.50   

 
Motor out of main harbour (still v. busy) and pull out of 
channel to hoist all sail.  

11.20 BS19 NW Too uncomfortable to sail close-hauled in narrow busy 
channel in good F3 with full sail, so I dodge over shallows 
and drop mainsail... 

12.00 BS15  ... but just jib & mizzen is not enough sail to make 
progress and keep away from shipping, so after a few 
evasive manoeuvres, and with some difficulty,  I put one 
reef in main and hoist it. 

12.30 BS11  Channel bears round to port.  Ease sheets and it all gets 
comfortable again 

13.30 Vl 7  Prudent to go round the outside of Richel, although 
there appear to be masts on the near side. 

13.40 Vl5  Hoped to cut very close to N. side of Richel but lots of 
breaking seas so stay in main channel until between 5 & 
3 then turn left... 

14.00 Vs6  ... but pass well inside ZS13 and then head across to W 
side of Vliesloot channel to cheat tide. 

14.30 Vs7  Wind dies.  Crawl along next to beach until last two 
groynes where there are bathers.  Drop hook.  All sail off 
and outboard on (can’t see into harbour so decide not to 
try and row in). 

15.00   Very busy and jam-packed, but I am small enough to get 
a proper berth right at the far end. 

   Evening walk to the sea-beach through lovely dunes. 
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Date 11/ 7/14 Fri From Vlieland to  

      
HW    Forecast  

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Tourism.   Very hot.  Feel tired so rest a lot. 

 

 

Date 12/ 7/14 Sat From Vlieland to  

      
HW    Forecast NE 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Wind-bound.  Swimming.  Washing.  Meet Arnauld and 
family and look at his charts ready for tomorrow. 

 

 

Vlieland  - a huge marina that is always full 
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Date 13/ 7/14 Sun From Vlieland to Terschelling 

      
HW Tersch.  09.40   Forecast S2 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

07.30   Slip.  Row out of harbour.  Wind still light 
07.50 Vs6 045  
08.10   Cross into N channel near Vl2 
09.00   Drop main & mizzen.  Sail through long harbour under jib 

only.  Jib down at marina entrance and row in.  Not much 
room but I get a stern-to berth.   

   In Harbour Master’s office I meet Eric, who I met in June 
in Southwold.  Join him and Lena later for evening drinks 
on their Vega. 

   Shopping and internet in town. 

 

 

 

 

Date 14/ 7/14 Mon From Terschelling to Ameland (Nes) 

      
HW Nes  11.20   Forecast NW 3-4 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

07.00   Slip.  Try to row out through harbour but it is too far 
against head wind and flood tide so use outboard after 
refusing several offers of a tow. 

07.30   All sail up.  NW2. 
09.00 O42  NW 3-4.  Trying to keep my place in the conveyor belt 

but Badekar is not at her best downwind. 
10.40   I cut  across the bar into the Borndiep  
12.10   Row into Nes harbour 
12.20   Given a berth on the quiet private side, although it has 

no water or electricity, unlike the visitor berths. 
Good supermarket and ATM are close by. 
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Date 15/ 7/14 Tue From Ameland (Nes) to  

      
HW    Forecast SW4 v’ng NW 2-3 by 17.00 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Quiet day.  Find some English books in town. 
   Evening drinks with Arnaud and family. 

 

 

 

 

Re-charging the outboard battery in Nes, with my faithful bucket standing guard. 
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Date 16/ 7/14 Wed From Ameland (Nes) to  

      
HW    Forecast  
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Bad night.  Little sleep so did not sail on today. 
   Dinner with Eric and Lena on their boat. 

 

 

 

 

 

Water everywhere, but only a few inches deep.  When the channel buoys float there is usually a 
couple of feet of water in the channel, but Badekar can manage with less. 
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Date 17/ 7/14 Thu From Ameland (Nes) to Schiermonnikoog 

      
HW Schr.  14.00   Forecast S 2-3, Veering W 1-2 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

08.15   Slipped and sailed out under jib.  Put mainsail up when 
clear of ferry terminal but went aground so dropped 
main and motored out to main channel. 

08.25 Va1  All sail up.  Today I am first boat in the conveyor belt. 
08.50   Wind dies.  Row for 15 mins. 
09.05   Light NE 
10.13 Zs24  Becalmed again.  Very hot and still.  I row and at first 

pull away from the followers, who don’t have enough 
water. 

11.15   I have rowed over the watershed, and now make 
almost no progress over the ground against the flood.  
Worried that I will not get across the sea-gap before the 
ebb sets in, so engine on. 

11.45 Pg16  Wind returns.   N F1.  Engine off. 
12.30 Hb17  Passing through Pinkegat wind increases F2 
12.55 Engelsmanp’t  Try to take the shallowest line between the tower and 

Het Rif, but the plate touches bottom when ¾ down.  
Push on regardless – still an hour or so of flood. 

13.35   Cut across Oude Wal close to S’koog shore, but ¾ plate 
starts dragging on bottom.  I see a green Drascombe 
Longboat heading the other way, and a blue Longboat 
Coaster heading slowly east to the S in the main 
channel.  Steer more S to say Hi to LB.  He bears up and 
heads across the Siegewal towards S’koog harbour 
entrance.  Plate up to ¼ is OK but now the rudder is 
dragging non-stop.  Green LB is steering with oar over 
transom.  He has a full-battened mainsail and is out-
sailing me close-hauled. 

14.00   Sails down outside harbour and row in.  Directed to 
private berths at far end of harbour.  Several other 
Drascombes in there, but green LB has stayed outside. 

15.00   The blue LBC “Calypso II” arrives and I help to moor.  
Skipper Kirsten comes over for coffee and tells me that 
green LB belongs to Wilfred.  Later I have a drink with 
him in cafe.  He is former Harbour Master.  He made his 
mainsail himself. 
Eric and Lena are here – drinks with them too – and so 
is Arnaud. 

   Sun-burned.  Great day.  Very tired. 
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Wilfred sailing escort in his Drascombe Longboat 

 

Date 18/ 7/14 Fri From Schiermonnikoog to  

      
HW    Forecast  
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Long talk (first of many) with Haan (Hahn?) after 
breakfast.  Shopping in town.  Find more 2nd hand books 
in english. 

   Back to boat to find a little present from Wilfred – a 
Schiermonnikoog flag.  It gets pride of place. 

   Kirsten comes back from a day-sail in Calypso II with 
some children.  I agree to help fix her outboard 
mounting.  In return she offers to lend me a bicycle and 
give me a tour of the island.  We will meet for breakfast 
at her house tomorrow. 

   Evening drinks with couple on motor yacht next door. 
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Date 19/ 7/14 Sat From Schiermonnikoog to  
      
HW    Forecast  

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Breakfast with Kirsten.  Cycle ride.  Fix Calypso’s 
outboard with Wilfred’s help. 

   p.m. go for another bike ride on my own and donate 
some of my finished English novels to the 2nd hand shop.  

   Agree to sail in company with Kirsten tomorrow.  Early 
start. 

 

 

Date 20/ 7/14 Sun From Schiermonnikoog to Noordpolderzijl 

      
HW Schie. 04.10   Forecast SW 2-3 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

04.30   Slept little and badly.  Kirsten arrives on time. 
05.00   Slip and motor into harbour channel.  Calypso does the 

trick of dropping her centre plate onto the mud to hold 
position while getting sail up.  I unship my rudder and use 
steering oar as there is not much water about.  We both 
have trouble beating out.  On my own I would have 
motored out to deep water channel first, but I assume 
Kirsten knows what she is doing so I try and follow.  I 
cannot point up or tack properly with no plate or rudder 
down.  I give up and motor out of harbour channel, but I 
see Calypso aground to the W.  I do the decent thing and 
head over there until I run out of water too.  

08.00 Just inside 
Gs2b 

 We take packs and life-jackets and try to wade ashore 
over the wad, but there is a half-channel inside us and it 
is too deep to wade with clothes on.  Back at the boats 
we see the brown fleet motoring past.  They are on a 
cruise of all the islands in one week.  They drop crews off 
at the ferry terminal and anchor opposite us in the 
Groote Siege.  There is another Drascombe LB also dried 
out on the wad nearby so we go and say Hello.  I have a 
horrible feeling they tried to follow us.  They are a hire 
boat from Lauwersoog. 
We swim, have lunch, and rest until the water returns. 
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Aground outside Schiermonnikoog.  Brown fleet boats coming up the channel.  

 
 
14.00   W F2.  We float again.  Motor-row out into the channel 

and sails up.  Kirsten heads straight towards Lauwersoog 
over the Roode Hoofd / Brakzand.  There is a marked 
channel for this somewhere but I don’t see it.  The centre-
plate keeps bumping and we edge W every time, until we 
get to the Oort channel then turn E.  Kirsten hasn’t sailed 
this way before so I take over navigation – quite happily! 

   Wind picks up to F3 and we make good progress, 
sometimes close together and sometimes 100-200 yards 
apart.  Badekar is faster than a LBC like Calypso so I don’t 
boom out the mainsail with the boat hook like I usually 
would, and that keeps things even.  We cut across the 
Pieterburenwad sand without touching.  

17.00 Zol11  Wind dropping as we follow the red buoys looking for the 
start of the channel into Noordpolderzijl.  I am told it is a 
very pretty place. 

18.00 Zol17/Vn2  – a buoy that is both Port and Stbd.  Head SE down the 
access channel.  The shore is featureless sea-wall 1½ 
miles away with no hint of where Noordpolderzijl is.   

18.30   Just before start of withies we drop mainsails.  I furl my 
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mizzen as well, lift out the rudder and use steering oar.  
Making a peaceful 2 knots with just jib.  Calypso easing 
ahead with mizzen still set as well.  Still can’t work out 
exactly where NPZ is.  We get to the margin of the 
saltings and the channel turns into a creek.  It is 
beautifully quiet except for the oyster-catchers and I am 
reminded of evenings in Walton backwaters.  It is close to 
perfection as we ghost in through the early evening light.  
A bit of a wriggle over the mud at one point and then we 
are into the mini harbour.  It is a quayside of posts 
running out 100 yards into the saltings, with a huge sea-
wall behind it.  Sheep graze all around.  There are two or 
three other boats, which look like they live there and 
chug out to fish occasionally. 

 

 
The cosmopolitan whirl that is Noordpolderzijl at ¾ tide 

 
19.30   We moor with some difficulty alongside the piles.  I put 

my tent up quickly as huge black clouds roll in from the S.  
Ten minutes later the rain starts to fall, and then thunder 
and lightning start.  The cafe behind the sea-wall is closed 
so I make dinner on Badekar and Kirsten joins.  The storm 
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is right overhead and remains there for some hours.  
Kirsten decides she will get just as wet in the creek as 
walking back to Calypso in the rain, so she jumps 
overboard and swims.  The thunderstorm continues for 
most of the night. 

 

 

Calypso II with her cabin, and Badekar with her tent.  The tent is far more spacious. 
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Date 21/ 7/14 Mon From NPZ to  

      
HW    Forecast Lots of wind and rain 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

09.30   We fall bedraggled into the cafe as soon as it opens.  The 
proprietor Tessa is from Schiermonnikoog and knows 
Kirsten, so we get honorary “local” status.   We have a 
good breakfast and spruce up in the loos.  I get to charge 
my iPad. 
The plan is to go into Warfum to the shops, and 
apparently it has some nice architecture.   

   It is a 5 mile walk to Warfum in the wind and rain.  There 
is a small supermarket and a bakery, but otherwise the 
place is deserted.  The museum is closed.  It is spooky 
and depressing. 
Kirsten has pulled strings and Tessa comes to bring us 
back in her car, which is blissful. 

   I am persuaded to eat raw herring for dinner.  I survive 
the experience. 

 

 

Date 22/ 7/14 Tue From NPZ to  

      
HW    Forecast NE3 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

04.00   I open a self-heating breakfast ration pack to provide 
Calypso’s crew with a Full English for her return journey. 

05.00   Calypso departs to sail back to Schiermonnikoog. 
10.00   Dutch Customs drive up onto the quayside.  I report 

myself and they decide not to rummage Badekar.  I am 
cleared.  They will tell Immigration that I am here. 

13.00   More Customs officers.  Nothing to do with the earlier 
visit they say.  They mumble something about 
“inspecting the dijk” which I think means “avoiding the 
office”.   

15.00   A third visit by Customs, but this time they have an 
Immigration officer to admit me into the country.  I am 
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now here legally. 
19.00   Inshore lifeboat brings in a Cornish Crabber with a dead 

engine.  The weather forecast for the next few days is 
awful.  I decide to venture ashore. 

 

 

Date 23/ 7/14 Wed From NPZ to Groningen 

      
HW    Forecast NE 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

10.00   As I walk past the small group of boaties outside the Cafe 
T’Zielhus the phone rings, and Tessa says it is for me.  I 
hope they are all impressed!  It is Kirsten – she got back 
to S’koog eventually but it wasn’t the easiest of trips.  
Another stranding I think. 

   I walk in to Usquert village, catch the train to Groningen, 
and check into a nice hotel. 

 

 

Date 24/ 7/14 Thu From Groningen to NPZ 

      
HW    Forecast NE 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   I find a hairdresser and get my beard trimmed.  There is 
a bit of a language problem but we agree on 6mm.  Visit 
the excellent Sheepsfart Museum (something like that 
anyway).  Later the Groningen Museum, until I can no 
longer put off returning to the delights of NPZ.   

   Back in Usquert I look for shops but there is only an ice-
cream kiosk, so I buy some cans of Fanta because I 
refuse to slink away empty-handed.  No shops here, but 
a huge JCB dealer and lots of garages.  Usquert is four 
miles from NPZ, so off I yomp again. 
Tomorrow’s weather looks manageable. 
I find an electricity socket 10’ up the lamp post on the 
quay, so I take my phone, iPad, outboard battery and 
extension lead, and sit under the pole reading while they 
charge.  
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THE EASTERN FRISIAN ISLANDS 

 

 

 

 

 

Date 25/ 7/14 Fri From Noordpolderzijl to Borkum 

      
HW Borkum 09.40   Forecast E1-2 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

07.55   Slip approx ½ flood.  Row out about 1km into withied 
channel.  Jib and Mizzen up and sail gently out steering 
with stern oar. 

08.45  NE Rudder down.  OK under reduced sail but I get impatient 
after a while 

09.30   Mainsail up just as wind starts to fade 
10.45 Horsborn 

-zand 
 Wind gone so I row towards the west Ems channel 

before the wad dries out.  However, the tide has turned 
and there are nasty tide races all over the place and I 
didn’t want to get this close to the open sea on the ebb.  
The wind is light and fitful.  It is hard to row, to try and 
keep the sails filled, and navigate all at the same time.  It 
is a little stressful for a while so ... 

11.05   ... I drop the anchor.  I can see Borkum, and I am in no 
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hurry. 
11.30  NE The wind comes back, this time from N and a bit 

stronger.  Up with the hook and set off on port tack 
towards Borkum.  There is some horrible broken water 
over the sand bank in the middle of the Ems so I chicken 
out of cutting across it, and stay N. until clear of it.  Ebb 
tide is very strong but it is on the lee bow. 

11.45 A2  Wind has veered to NNE.  I bear away across the Ems 
towards the Borkum harbour channel. 

12.15 B-Reede19  A pilot launch tears by about 20 yards away.  The wash 
curls up and over the gunwhale and dumps about 50 
gallons of sea-water over my bags and boxes.  
Wilkommen in Deutschland! 

12.30   I don’t want to tack across this narrow channel because 
there is a big ferry coming up behind me, but with the 
sheets in tight I can just about hold a course along the 
narrow gap between the channel buoys and the 
Leitdamm breakwater.  I am trying to cheat the tide in 
here too, just a few yards away from the bank.  
Sometimes I can lay it, and sometimes the wind shifts 
and I fall back towards the main channel.  I am amazed 
that we make it in one board as the ferry steams past.    

13.00   As usual, sails down just outside harbour entrance.  I am 
much quicker at this now and confident enough to do it 
without anchoring.  I row in, although it is a stiff pull into 
the headwind.  The mainsail furled vertically against the 
mast is nicely out of the way but it still catches some 
wind. 

13.30   Tied up in Port Henry marina but it has started to rain. 
14.00   Tent is up but everything inside it is wet.  I abandon the 

boat and go ashore to the restaurant for a nice cup of tea 
and some food.  This is a German restaurant, so there is 
no food until 19.00, but I may have ice cream or 
Apfelstrudel.  I have the cake, but of course there is no 
such thing as a nice cup of tea abroad. 
The waitress says there is no Wi-Fi anywhere on the 
island, but fortunately my 3G works, so I can get onto the 
internet via my mobile phone. 
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 Date 26/ 7/14 Sat From Borkum to  

HW    Forecast  

 

Time Position Course Notes 

08.30   Fresh bread rolls from the HM that I ordered yesterday. 
Badekar has developed a new leak.  At low tide the 
centre-plate was driven 2’ into the soft mud, and the 
strain started a bolt that holds the keel strip to the hull.  
It is old and I dare not tighten it too much. 

10.30   Catch the bus from the harbour to the supermarket. 
15.30   To the ferry harbour to meet Jaap and Tommy who have 

travelled from Den Haag.  We catch the über-cute train 
into Borkum town and then on to their campsite.  Then 
all back to the Jachthafen on the bus for a superb meal at 
the restaurant.  I have Lobscouse, which apparently is a 
Frisian not a Liverpool dish. 
Perfect forecast for the next island hop tomorrow, but 
Monday and onwards will not be so good. 

 

 

Borkum - Germany's version of Bournemouth  
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Date 27/ 7/14 Sun From Borkum to Norderney 

      
HW Borkm 11.05   Forecast NW 2-3 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

10.00   Meet Jaap & Tommy in Borkum town.  Shops, museum, 
beach, and nice hotel lunch. 

14.30   Bus back to Jachthafen, and agree to wave to J & T as I 
sail past the ferry terminal, where they should be waiting 
for their ferry home. 

16.00   Sail/row out of harbour and round to ferry terminal 
under jib only. 

16.30   No sign of J & T but no time to hang around as tide is 
falling, so main up and continue up the Borkumer 
Wattfahrwasser 

17.00   Just a thin channel of water left across miles of dirty 
sand-flats.  The  wind has died so I row, and then get out 
and push.  If I can just get over the watershed I might be 
able to follow the ebb down the other side and get to 
deep water.  I only need 10” of water, but eventually we 
stick fast.  I take the anchor for a short walk, then cook 
dinner and listen to the test match. 

19.00   Tide is flooding.  As soon as we float I row/punt on but 
after 200 yards we stick again.  I decide to be patient and 
anchor again as it looks shallower ahead. 

21.15 N53° 35.56 
E  6° 47.43 

 I am preparing for a snooze when I see a yacht 
approaching using the bump and wait technique.   I 
vacate the middle of narrow channel.  As I paddle over 
he lifts off, guns the engine and steams past without a 
look.  Very unusual behaviour for a Dutchman. 
I am not going to row into the night or run down the 
electric outboard, so I anchor again just outside the 
channel, hoist a riding light and settle down in my 
oilskins for a quiet night under the stars. 
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Where did all the water go? 

 

Date 28/ 7/14 Mon From Borkum to Borkum 

      
HW Bork.  11.45   Forecast NE 3-4 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

00.15 N53° 35.56 
E  6° 47.43 

 I am rudely woken by the deep throb of diesel engines.  
A massive wall of lights is moving past just a few yards 
away, and then Badekar starts rolling violently.  I cannot 
make any sense of this.  I am anchored just outside a 
channel in which, just a couple of hours ago, I was 
paddling ankle-deep.  Yet clearly a huge ferry has just 
gone past.  Again, did he see me, or did he miss by luck?  
My masthead light is still shining brightly.  I dip an oar 
over the side and it shows about 5’6” of water.   I try and 
settle back down to sleep but I am shaken up, and I am 
still staring at the stars an hour later. 
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05.45   Wake.  It is low tide and this time the channel has dried 
out completely.  I make breakfast and coffee, and then 
doze again. 

08.30   2’ of water in the channel but wind is now NE2.  I can’t 
beat up a narrow channel against that.  Hoist jib, steer 
with oar and ghost back towards Borkum. 

09.00   The Wappen von Juist ferry steams past.  This must be 
what passed by in the night.  It is smaller than it seemed 
in the dark, but still very big for such a small channel. 
All sail up. 

10.00 F7  Cut S. across Randzel to the main Ems channel, hoping to 
get to Juist by using the larger channels nearer the 
mainland.   

11.00   Wind has freshened and it is a bumpy, wet, 
uncomfortable sail down the main channel.  I wish I had 
a reef in.  Turn to pass through the Emshörn channel but 
mis-judge it and the centre/plate hits the ground. 
Wind by now ENE 3-4.  There is a lot of broken water 
about and I am tired, so I turn about, ease sheets and 
head back to Borkum. 

11.30   Slink back into Jachthafen under jib and oars.  Tired. 
Wash everything off with fresh water. 

 

 

 

 

 

Date 29/ 7/14 Tue From Borkum to  

      
HW    Forecast NE 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Bus into Borkum town for shopping. 
Collect enough coins for the washing machine – a little 
triumph. 
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Try again, this time with water  

 

 

Date 30/ 7/14 Wed From Borkum to Norderney 

      
HW N’y 13.20   Forecast NW4.  1+m sea state 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Because of the forecast size of seas outside I decide not 
to try for Helgo-land today, but to stay inside the islands. 

09.15   Slip.  1 reef in main. NW2 outside harbour but it freshens 
up when clear of the island. 

09.54   Ease sheets and bear away along the same channel I 
dried out in the other night.  No contact with ground this 
time. 

10.50 F4a  Bear away to pass close to the S. of Memmert.  Sunny & 
hot, F3.  Nice sail. 

11.56 M10   
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12.30   First of the withies S. of Juist. 
12.44   Last withe. 
13.30   Drop sails in the little bay just E. of Norderney harbour 

entrance.  Motor in.  Spot my first red ensign of the trip... 
   ... which belongs to Neil and Diane Collyer on Hazebro 

Too.  Neil looks familiar and we work out that we met at 
the CA Baltic rally last winter.  They are off to Kiel canal. 

 

 

 

Date 31/ 7/14 Thu From Norderney to Langeoog 

      
HW Lang.  14.00 

ish 
  Forecast W 3-4 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

09.30   Slip.  Motor out.  Sail up – 1 reef in main. 
10.35   First of the withies S. of Norderney.  I am catching the 

large yacht ahead because he is bumping his way along 
just as fast as the tide rises. 
Big seal colony on the beach at E. end of Norderney.  I 
am sure Badekar’s tan sails make a great picture against 
the blue sky and golden sand of Baltrum, but all the 
tourist cameras ashore are pointed at the seals. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
N53° 42.98 
E 7° 21.76 

 The sea coming through the sea-gap makes a lot of fuss 
over the shallows.  I decide not to cut across the bar 
dividing the W and E splits of the sea-channel, and stay 
well N. of it, although the large yacht that overtook me 
has gone confidently across the troubled water where I 
intended to go.  Turning SE down the Baltrumer 
Wattfahrwass I stray too far E, get sidetracked out of the 
proper channel and have to scrape the plate over the 
sand to get back to deep water.   

   Wind eases as we pass over the wad S. of Baltrum, 
through the withied channel. 

12.45   England bowl out India in the test match just in time, as I 
drop the sails and enter Langeoog under power. 

   Very long hot walk into town later for shopping.  At low 
tide most of the water in the large WW2 harbour 
disappears, and Badekar sits on the bottom.  I have 
learned to lift the centre plate when moored, so it is not 
a problem.  Not dredged for three years, I am told. 
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Date 1/ 8/14 Fri From Langeoog to Langeoog 
      
HW    Forecast SE Light 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

09.00   Phoned Mum to say “Happy Birthday” 
10.40   Slipped.  Out under power. 
10.55   All sail up but very little wind, and that soon dies and we 

drift E with making tide. 
Row for 10 minutes to get up-wind and to find any faster 
mid-channel stream. 

12.00   First withe. 
13.00 N53°  43.33 

E 7° 34.17 
 Cut S. across the Ruteplate for the S. channel, so as to 

keep well away from the Langeoog / Spiekeroog sea-gap 
in the light winds. 

13.15   Wind dies completely.  I swim, and test the emergency 
boarding ladder that lives coiled on the stern deck.  It 
works fine but is a little awkward and I adjust it longer. 

13.30   Getting nowhere, so I turn and point the nose back 
towards Langeoog… 

13.45   … but then the wind comes back from NE so I turn again 
and try to make progress close-hauled. 

14.00   Wind remains fitful and we make little headway, so turn 
again back towards Langeoog. 

14.20   Wind picks up to F1 so we have a very pleasant  sail back 
until becalmed ½ mile from harbour. 

16.00   Tie up in same berth in Langeoog. 

 

 

Date 2/ 8/14 Sat From Langeoog to Spiekeroog 

      
HW Sp’g 15.15 ish   Forecast SE 2-3 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

10.54   Slip after waiting 30 minutes for the HM to unlock the 
electricity cabinet so I can retrieve my cable. 
Motor across to S. of channel outside and anchor to hoist 
sails.  Bumpy and blustery.  My sun hat blows off and 
floats away for good. 

11.25   Under way with all sail, make fast progress along the 
channel as far as the withies with the flood tide. 

12.36   Tacking up channel and grounding quickly on both sides, 
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so anchor for lunch while the water rises. 
13.10   Off again, but once over watershed and fighting against 

the tide it is slow going.  It is also hard work, so I put a 
reef in the mainsail and a few turns on the jib to keep the 
helm balanced.  The Aeroluff foil that I had put into the 
jib works a treat.  Haul in tight and pinch up close to the 
wind.   I am determined not to turn back again. 

15.00 LW8a  Lee-bowing the flood tide across the sea-gap until close 
to Spiekeroog, then a very fast Port tack down to OB7 
with the tide (15.35).  

16.00   Keep all sails up all the way down the long channel into 
Spiek. Harbour.  Very pretty indeed.  Sail the centre-plate 
into the mud just before the moorings and drop sail.  
Row in, passing several boats moored with one line 
ashore and an anchor off the stern, to dry out at ½ tide.  
Invited to join them but I go in a little further and Neil 
Collyer has found me the last space in the marina. 

   Evening walk into nearby Spiek. town, which is so twee it 
is almost unbearable.  Find supermarket open late. 

 

 

Spiekeroog entrance - but all the pictures I took from the boat look much the same 
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Date 3/ 8/14 Sun From Spiekeroog to Wangerooge 

      
HW W’og 16.00 ish   Forecast NW3 
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

08.00   Into town to queue for bread.  Children have their own 
little kinder-queue, and all the grannies stand clucking in 
the background at how sweet it all is.  Next door I have a 
very nice outdoor breakfast of coffee and croissants.   

11.00   Say goodbye to the Collyers who are going the outside 
route to Brunsbüttel and the Kiel canal. 
Coffee with very pleasant young Dutch family on the 
handsome yacht “Eowyn”, whose names I forgot to write 
down. 

12.30   Slip. Row away from marina, drop the c/plate into the 
mud and get on jib and mizzen. 
Sail nicely down the harbour channel in W2 but outside it 
is NW3 so I leave the main down.  Very comfortable 4 
knots down towards Harlesiel on the mainland and then 
E. across the flat.  Take the Northernmost route across.   

14.10   Last withe.  
14.30 AH10  Leave the channel early and cut across directly towards 

the Westurm on Wangerooge. 
14.45 N53° 77.90 

E 7° 85.76 
 Odd-looking beach on the W. end of W’ooge so I sail 

close for a good look.  It is artificial.  I anchor just off it 
for lunch.  It is quite bumpy though, and there is a strong 
tide. 

15.30   Stow mizzen (to make it easier to use the outboard) and 
sail on under Jib only.  Hold jib round the point into the 
harbour and sail surprisingly well like that on a close 
reach right up to the pontoons. 

15.45   Kind locals help me to a vacant resident’s berth. 
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Wangerooge harbour - somehow reminiscent of the cold war, and a long long way from town. 

 

 

 

Date 4/ 8/14 Mon From Wangerooge to  

      
HW    Forecast  
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Not feeling so good so do some washing and have a lazy 
day on board. 
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Date 5/ 8/14 Tue From Wangerooge to  

      
HW    Forecast  
      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Very long 45 mins walk into Wangerooge Dorf, a large 
busy town with several supermarkets and sea-front.  I 
get a view of Helgoland on the horizon from the 
promenade above the beach, and it looks inviting. 
Make detailed course notes for passage to Helgoland or 
Amrum. 

    
 

 

 

Date 6/ 8/14 Wed From Wangerooge to Amrum 

      
HW Amrum 21.05   Forecast SW 3 
     Sea 1.5m SW 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

06.40   Rowed out to harbour channel.  Sat on c/plate and 
hoisted all sail. 

07.10 Buhne H  Not sure how much of a barrier this bar is so keep a good 
way offshore before crossing it. 

07.35 H2   
07.55 No. 7   
08.25 4a  A bit complacent because two other yachts are heading 

the same way, and all is going so nicely I don’t pay 
enough attention to my charts and notes.  I get confused 
about which channel I am crossing, so I go close enough 
to read 4a. 

09.10 St.  Lots of big commercial shipping around but most of it 
seems to be anchored or stationary.  Had been worried 
about crossing the TSS but all is fine.  Helgoland appears 
over the horizon. 

10.35 E3  
 
 
020 

Waypoint buoy appears right on the nose (no great 
navigation achievement, as I had a great big island to 
steer for) and just at the time I calculated it should, but it 
was hidden against the cliffs for a long time before I 
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actually spotted it.   Sailing very fast, making good time 
and it is a lovely day, so I decide to push on for Amrum. 

12.50 Steingrund  
 
 
030 

Eventually spot what must (hopefully) be this buoy about 
a mile to NW, but too far away to be sure.  Hard to hold 
a straight course with waves on the quarter – wind now 
3-4.  Decide to keep a little further to S. so change course 
and it becomes a lively sail between a broad reach and a 
reach. 

15.40 Rütergat  … probably, but it is too far away to read. 
Cannot see any gaps between the islands but I can see 
some channel buoys inshore so I head in towards them.  

 
 
 
 
16.45 

 
 
 
Schmal Tief 
No.10 

 
 
 
 
355 

The buoys do not belong to the main channel that I am 
supposed to be using, but a smaller one just inside it.  No 
matter as there is plenty of water, and the different 
islands are resolving themselves.  At No.10 I head N. 
towards Amrum. 

17.35   Turn in to harbour channel after a nice peaceful sail in 
behind the island. 
Just before the small yacht harbour I turn in towards the 
shore until the plate sticks, drop sails, then up plate and 
row in.  Mooring is with a bow line to a post and stern to 
the walkway and the first bow line I put on turns out to 
be too short.  It takes 20 minutes to get properly 
secured, during which I have an audience.  Very tired but 
I wash everything down with fresh water to get rid of the 
spray salt, then scale the slimy ladder up onto the 
walkway ashore for a shower.   By the time I am clean 
the sailing club has stopped serving food, because all 
kitchens close early in this part of Germany (and ship’s 
time is still an hour ahead of local time). 

 

 

 

Date 7/ 8/14 Thu From Amrum to Hörnum (Sylt) 

      
HW Sylt 22.15 ish   Forecast W2 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

08.00   I should have left an hour ago, but the harbour master 
does not come on duty until 09.00 (local time).  There is 
already a light rain, which I hope will wash off more salt, 
and I am itching to get away before the bad weather sets 
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in, but I need to pay for my berth. 
08.15   No sign of the HM so I decide it is not my fault that I 

don’t pay.  Row clear of jetty and then all sail up. 
08.50   Outside the wind is more like F3, but water is smooth, 

and Badekar chuckles along as I head right up the middle 
of the wide expanse of water between Amrum and the 
mainland.  There should be a reasonable depth, but 
when I look over the side I can see the bottom.  In fact 
there is about 5’ of water and it is unusually clear, but it 
is disconcerting nevertheless.  I choose caution and sidle 
across to the E where there are channel withies.   

09.50   Clear of Amrum there is a choppy sea coming in over the 
sand banks.  The last few wriggles of the withied channel 
before it joins the deep sea-gap make us turn more 
towards the W, so Badekar ends up close-hauled, heeled 
over on her ear and battering through the chop.   In just 
10 minutes everything gets covered in salt water before 
we are clear and pay off for the beach at the S tip of Sylt.  
A large ferry has been following me slowly over the wad 
and he is still a mile behind, but once he clears the sands 
no doubt he will open up and catch us. 

10.00 Hö 4  Round up just past and inside the buoy and anchor off 
the swimming beach S of the harbour.  Drop main and 
mizzen and prep. the outboard, then sail slowly up to the 
harbour under jib.  Amazingly, the ferry has slowed right 
down and appears to be letting me go first, which is 
annoying because I prefer to take things slowly when 
entering a new place and now I feel pressured. 

10.20   Negotiate the left-right blind turn into the harbour under 
power.  Visitor berths are three abreast and there is 
barely room to get past them.  No available berths with 
green markers so I tie up alongside a small day-fishing 
boat in the corner, and spend the next few days worrying 
about the owner turning up while I am ashore.   

   The rain sets in but I go out and find a supermarket 
nearby.  The weather forecast for the next few days is 
poor, with the tail end of hurricane Bertha coming over. 

   A group of young English students have just joined a big 
schooner in the harbour, leaving tomorrow for 
Helgoland.  They are unaware that there are gales 
forecast for tomorrow night. 
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Date 8/ 8/14 Fri From Hörnum to  

      
HW    Forecast Light at first, gale force later 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   It is a long hop to the next island, and I will have to go 
outside because Sylt has a causeway to the mainland, 
so it would need a good wind and today there just isn’t 
enough, 

   I hire a bicycle and ride half way up the island to look at 
the harbour at Rantum.  It turns out to be just a 
walkway out to a few piles, and a kiosk café ashore.  
Not much shelter and not a place I want to be in the 
next few days.  On the way back I stop at the sea beach 
and sunbathe despite it being hugely crowded. 

evening   Double-tie the tent and mooring warps ready for the 
wind that is on its way – F8 and plenty of rain.  The 
harbour is small with high walls so I should be fairly 
sheltered, but you never know.  I also make a note of 
where the closest hotels are in case I have to bail out, 
and have a grab-bag of essentials ready. 

 

 

 

 

Date 9/ 8/14 Sat From Hörnum to  

      
HW    Forecast W6 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   The tent stood up well to the storm.  Rain disappears late 
morning and I venture out to the S beach and watch the 
lifeboat thrashing out on a mission.  Later a small yacht 
comes in under sail and glides between the pontoon and 
the berths by the harbour wall looking for an empty slot.  
The gap is very narrow and there are no places free, so 
when he gets to the end there is nowhere to go.  He just 
keeps going into the ribs and dories moored there and 
crushes a couple right up.  It is quite impressive, and 
soon there is shouting in German on all sides. 
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   In the evening I see the Willie the seal, who lives in the 
corner of the harbour and accepts fish from tourists all 
day long.  He ignores the thrusters of the ferries that 
come in and out a just a few feet away.  He looks too fat 
to move very far. 

 

 

 

 

 

Domestic bliss on board Badekar.  Note the gap between tent and scuppers.  Gear stowed on the 

side decks can get wet when it rains. 
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Date 10/ 8/14 Sun From Hörnum to  

      
HW    Forecast rubbish 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Still windy and rainy, so I spend most of the day reading.  
One foray out to the supermarket. 

 

 

Date 11/ 8/14 Mon From Hörnum to  

      
HW    Forecast More rubbish 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   As Sunday 

 

 

Date 12/ 8/14 Tue From Hörnum to  

      
HW    Forecast Yet more rubbish 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Still windy and rainy with big seas outside.  Hoping that 
things will have calmed down enough on Thursday to 
move on.   

   At dusk I watch the tall ship Mercedes approach the 
harbour on a falling tide.  She turns slightly too close to 
the beacon at the entrance and sticks on the bottom.  
She manages to reverse off.  She winds the engines right 
up and has another go, only faster.  This time she makes 
it over the hump and safely in.  I am not sure if I 
witnessed a display of astute local knowledge and 
seamanship, or just bloodymindedness. 
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Date 13/ 8/14 Wed From Hörnum to  

      
HW    Forecast  

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   And still more of the same.  Tomorrow’s forecast is for 
SW F5 with 2m waves coming in from the W.  Friday 
looks better though. 

    

 

Date 14/ 8/14 Thu From Hörnum to Havneby (Rømø) 

      
HW 06.00 

(Hörnum) 
  Forecast SW 5 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   Wake early to clear blue skies and pleasant breeze.   
Walk over to sea-beach and it all looks fairly moderate, 
so I rush back aboard and make ready for sea. 

08.25   Slip, motor out to channel and make sail with 1 reef in 
main.  Strong ebb half way gone takes me quickly out 
through the sea gap. 

08.50 Hö 2 / 18  There should be enough water to cut out of the channel 
and close round the S point of the island, but there are 
big breakers on the shallows so I carry on beating SW out 
along the main channel, hard pressed and grateful for 
the reef, with the ebb doing most of the work. 

10.00   A lot further out than I was planning to go but eventually 
I spot a patch of smoother water and pay off to the 
north.  Close up it doesn’t look so very much smoother, 
but I am fed up of heading in the wrong direction so I 
press on through, not sure exactly where I am but a long 
way out by now.  It must be deep enough out here, 
although I am too busy with tiller and mainsheet to dip 
an oar over the side and feel for the bottom. (Looked at 
the chart later – not always deep enough out there!) 

   Beam seas are a little too big for comfort and although 
we are off the wind now on a reach it isn’t possible to 
relax.   There is plenty of water coming over the bows 
and spitting out the front of the centre plate case.  On 
this tack the bilge pump inlet is on the high side of the 
plate casing, so although I pump every so often, all the 
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starboard lockers are slopping full of water. 
   We seemed to be making little progress against the land, 

but that may be because we are further out than I think, 
and after checking some transits I decide we are moving 
well enough.  

12.20 Mess-G  The buildings ashore must be Westerland.  A great big 
yellow beacon confuses me.  I don’t have large scale 
paper charts for this bit of coast and I am looking for 
yellow buoys here based on the sketch I made yesterday. 

   The island coast starts to fall away E a little so I can bear 
away and follow it, which makes for an easier ride, but 
there are still some strong gusts of wind so I must keep 
constant concentration. 

13.50 Lister 
Landtief 

 For a change I pick up the WP I want right away and 
follow the buoys towards the top of Sylt.  To port the N 
side of the channel is marked by a line of massive 
breakers.  They look evil and sound horrible and I will be 
smashed apart in seconds if I get in there, so I edge back 
towards to the beach on Sylt where the water is smooth.  
Once we get to the S tip of Rømø the breakers are gone 
and the sailing is very pleasant.  It would be perfect to 
continue up the coast inside the islands, which are much 
prettier than the southern Frisians, but, like Sylt, Rømø 
too is joined to the mainland by a causeway. 

14.35 No. 6   
15.30   Lots of ferries and big stuff going in and out of Havneby, 

so I get out of the channel and get the sails off.  Motor in 
carefully around a huge working dredger. 

   The HM comes and gives me a key to the clubhouse and 
shows me where the guest bicycle is.  He gives me an 
envelope to put my dues in and drop in the postbox 
when I leave.  I take down the German courtesy flag and 
hoist the Danish white cross.  Scandinavia at last! 

   A final wash-down of everything with fresh water, and I 
find a good supermarket not too far away. 
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All flags flying in Havneby, Rømø, including the Schiermonnikoog one that was a present from 

Wilfred. 
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Date 15/ 8/14 Fri From Rømø to  

      
HW    Forecast W 1-2 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   A bright, still morning.   Decide it is unwise to try and get 
out past the breakers with so little wind.  However, wind 
and rain arrive so I make ready to leave, but just as I am 
about to drop the tent the wind dies again.  Then more 
wind.  Then more calm.  I take the bicycle over to 
Sønderstrand beach and I can see a line of big white 
breakers out at the sands’ edge, which confirms my 
decision to stay put until the sea moderates. 

   Good news from home - the key to the trailer hitch-lock 
has been found at last, which will make it a lot easier for 
Mrs J to tow the trailer over on the Esbjerg ferry on 
Monday. 

   I make another attempt to clear up the polystyrene balls 
that wash out of the corners every time Badekar sails 
hard with a wet bilge.  They are left over from the 
buoyancy that I replaced earlier in the year, but every 
time I think I have removed them all, more appear as a 
high-bilge-water mark.    
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The hated bobbles in the stern locker.   NB. the chart store to the right of the rudder case. 

 

 

 

Date 16/ 8/14 Sat From Rømø to  

      
HW    Forecast NW 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   It is now clear that I am not going to get any further up 
the coast in the time remaining.  At least Havneby is not 
such a bad place to be, albeit I am the only inhabited 
yacht in the small marina.  I read, wash clothes, listen to 
the Test Match, and wander around the small town. 
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Date 17/ 8/14 Sun From Rømø to  

      
HW    Forecast NW 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   More rain.  More sitting about doing very little. 

 

 

Date 18/ 8/14 Mon From Rømø to Esbjerg 

      
HW    Forecast  

 

Time Position Course Notes 

06.15   Catch the school bus to Skærbæk on the mainland, then 
the train to Esbjerg.  Esbjerg is a big city, but I can find 
nowhere to get a coffee except for McDonalds.  I get a 
stale croissant for free and that is all it takes to make me 
happy. 

13.00 
(local  
time 
from 
this 
point 
on) 

  Walk to DFDS ferry terminal and watch Mrs J’s ship  
Sirena come in.   Then wait at the gate until she drives 
triumphantly out with the trailer.  My brother had 
escorted her from Pin Mill to Harwich so she was only 
solo when driving the trailer on and off the Sirena.  Even 
then she didn’t manage to avoid reversing it, as she had 
to back a little when parking on the ferry.  

14.30   Drive the trailer to Havneby, row Badekar across the 
harbour and haul her out on the trailer.  HM’s office says 
I can leave her anywhere out of the way on the quayside.  
I cannot imagine any place in the UK being so relaxed 
about it.  I transfer the most valuable gear into the car 
and then put the cockpit cover on. 

   Leaving the boat and trailer on Rømø we drive to the 
very nice hotel Ansgar in Esbjerg, which has an ingenious 
cheese slicing machine at the breakfast buffet that takes 
me several minutes to work out how to use.  The time 
spent is a good investment, and I will never go cheese-
less at a Scandinavian breakfast buffet. 
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A short pull across Havneby harbour to the trailer.  The sailing club and Sylt ferry in the background. 
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Date 19/ 8/14 Tue to 27/ 8/14  Denmark 

      

 

Time Position Course Notes 

   For the next eight days we drive around Denmark, 
visiting Jelling and Jyllinge which is where we think the 
family name originates, Ribe, Roskilde, Købnhavn, and 
the wonderfully-named Skive.  We sail a replica Viking 
Longship at Roskilde.  Skive is on the Limfjord, which I 
had hoped to reach and cruise through on Badekar and I 
am curious to look at the water there.  It appears perfect 
for Badekar – pretty, sheltered, no tides, and lots of nice 
places to visit.   

   We return to Havneby.  Lower the mast and pack all the 
gear for towing.  Hook up to the car, and then tow 
Badekar back to board the Sirena ferry from Esbjerg to 
Harwich.  Wind speed and direction – irrelevant.  

 

Ready to board the Esbjerg to Harwich ferry 
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Date 28/ 8/14 Wed From  to Norbiton 

      
HW    Forecast Back to work 

 

Time Position Course Notes 

12.00   The view of Harwich harbour from six stories up as the 
ferry creeps in where I sailed out eight weeks ago makes 
everything look very small.  I grew up sailing here and it 
looks all wrong from so high up.   

   We are first off the boat.  We soon notice how busy the 
roads are after our week driving around Denmark.  Then 
we get stuck on the M25. 

   We finally arrive at Desborough Sailing Club in 
Shepperton – Badekar’s new winter home.  Transfer a 
few more things from the boat to the car, and then back 
home to Kingston to plan the next trip. 

 

 

 

Adding it all up 

"We" - the boat and I, sailed some 388 nautical miles, in 47 days.  A lot of 

the time was spent either weather-bound (19 days), or resting/sight-seeing 

(8 days).  Waddenzee passages were made on 14 days.  Sailing outside the 

islands, including the North Sea crossing, only happened on 5 days. 

 

 

 

END 


